
LONG-TERM TREND OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE (CCl4) FROM GROUND-BASED HIGH RESOLUTION IN-FRARED SOLAR SPECTRA RECRODED AT THE JUNGFRAUJOCHC. RINSLAND, NASA Langley Researh Center, Hampton, VA USA; E. MAHIEU, P. DEMOULIN, ANDR. ZANDER, Institute of Astrophysis and Geophysis, University of Li�ege, Li�ege, Belgium; L. CHIOU,Siene Systems and Appliations, In, Hampton, VA USA; and J.-M. HARTMANN, Laboratoire Inter-universitaire des Syst�emes Atmospheriques (LISA) UMR, CNRS/INSU 7583, Universités Paris VII et ParisXII, 94010 Créteil Cedex, Frane Spetrosopie de l'Atmosph�ere, Servie de Chimie Quantique et de Photo-physique.The long-term trend of arbon tetrahloride (CCl4) has been retrieved from infrared high resolution solar absorption spetra enompass-ing the 1999 to 2010 time period. The measurements were reorded with a Fourier transform spetrometer at the northern mid-latitude,high altitude Jungfraujoh station in Switzerland (46:5ÆN latitude, 8:0ÆE longitude, 3580 m altitude). Total olumns were derived fromthe region of the strong CCl4 �3 band at 794 m�1 aounting for all interfering moleules (e.g. H2O, O3) with signi�ant improvementin the residuals obtained by also taking into aount the line mixing in a nearby CO2 Q branh, a proedure not implemented in previousremote sensing CCl4 retrievals though its importane has been noted in several papers. The time series shows a statistially-signi�antlong-term derease in the CCl4 total atmospheri burden of (-1.180.10 %/yr), at the 95% on�dene level, using 2005 as referene.Furthermore, �t to the total olumn data set also reveals a seasonal yle with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 10.2%, with minimumand maximum values found in mid-February and early August, respetively. This seasonal modulation an however be attributed totropopause height hanges throughout the season. The results quantify the ontinued impat of the regulations implemented by theMontreal Protool and its strengthening amendments and adjustments for a moleule with high global warming potential. Although astatistially signi�ant derease in the total olumn is inferred, the CCl4 moleule remains an important ontributor to the stratospherihlorine budget and burden.


